Options are derivatives, meaning they derive their value from an underlying financial instrument. Though options can be entered using stock as the underlying security, indexes and futures also have options available. Options are an extremely versatile instrument and can be used to create a variety of different limited risk strategies.
Introduction
A derivative is a financial instrument whose value depends on the value of another financial asset called the underlying and that can be a stock, bond, currency, etc.
Derivatives or conventional derivatives are the most important financial instruments in the financial field, so their role becomes very important in the financial market because of technological progress and financial development, as well as significant variations noticed among financial assets, exchange rate, interest rates, etc.
Derivatives have expanded considerably in recent years which has led to innovation of new tools aiming transfer, diversification, hedging to protect investments against financial risks, speculation and access of investment in the financial market in case of insufficient liquidity.
Despite the importance of derivatives in the financial markets they are not used in Islamic finance because their principles are illegal according to their principle.
Despite the importance of derivatives in the financial markets, they are not used in Islamic finance because their principle is deemed to be illegal.
However, in Islamic finance there are derivatives that are equivalent and that can lead to access to investments in portfolios of financial assets and to hedge and risk management of these portfolios.
Among the most popular products in Islamic finance is the Arbun. This product is still not used in practice because we cannot evaluate it as there is no model that can describe it.
To overcome this problem and provide investors in Islamic finance a decision tool to hedge against market risk, we present in this paper a new mathematical modelling approach of the derivative Arbun based on stochastic processes and genetic algorithms.
In Section 1, we present the classical derivatives, the basic principles of Islamic finance like the prohibition of conventional derivatives are described in Section 2, then the Islamic derivative Arbun will be detailed in Section 3. In section 4, the mathematical modelling of the Islamic derivative will be developed. This is a contract on uncertain elements or which are not clearly defined.
d-The prohibition of gambling (The Maysir and Qimar)
It is a kind of bet that is made due to the occurrence of certain events based on subjective estimates.
e-The prohibition of illicit economic activities according to Shariah
This means that every trader in Islamic finance should opt only for activities that are authorized by the Shariah, and avoid all other prohibited things such as alcohol or pork.
Modelling the product Arbun

The Islamic derivative Arbun
Let consider a contract of buying a product P between a buyer and a seller whose price is equal to X. The buyer can pay a proportion of the amount X noted "u" at the beginning of the contract to the seller as the rest "v "of the amount X will be paid at the end of the period needed to get the product.
The value of this proportion and the period are negotiated between the buyer and seller. At maturity, if the buyer exercised this contract it pays only the value v to get the product, however if he abandons the contract he loses the value u.
The proportion "u" is called Arbun and the contract is called Arbun contract.
The principle of Arbun contract is close to that of the option except in the case of Arbun contract, the Arbun is a part of the amount of the product while in the case of option contract there is an additional bonus to be paid.
Hypothesis
a) A perfect securities market (that is: no taxes; no transaction costs; no restrictions on selling short; all information is free and simultaneously available to all investors).
b) At time t = 0, there is a negotiation between buyer and seller on Arbun and giving rise to a minimum threshold proposed by the purchaser and a maximum of Arbun proposed by the seller.
c) At maturity t = T, the buyer has the right to exercise or not the contract of purchase and the seller remains at the disposal of the buyer. e) The price of the underlying asset follows a geometric Brownian motion process and the value of the Arbun is part of the underlying value.
Under these assumptions, the buyer has the right to exercise or not Arbun contract.
His decision is based on the value of the underlying at maturity. For this, he proposes a minimum value of Arbun, noted Arbun_min because this one will be lost in case of non-execution of the contract Arbun and if the underlying value has decreased at maturity.
Therefore, Arbun is part of an interval whose lower limit is equal Arbun_min and the upper bound is equal Arbun_max.
Basically, before exercising the contract Arbun, the buyer makes the comparison between the value of the underlying at maturity T S and that of the initial time 0 S . If 0 T SS  the buyer exercises the underlying contract Arbun else he abandons. In case if the buyer abandons the contract Arbun, the seller loses an amount whose value is 0 T SS  , this means that the buyer has contributed negatively in creating a situation in which the seller has missed an opportunity to sell the underlying with a price 0 S . This leads the seller to consider this situation and requests from the buyer a value of Arbun that is equals to 0 T SS  .
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    for the benefit of the seller because he missed this opportunity which is due by the buyer.
As there is a negotiation between buyer and seller on Arbun, the buyer seeks to 
Mathematical Modelling of Arbun
The price of a commercial product t S at time t is a random variable whose evolution over time can be modelled by a stochastic process
..
It is well-known that the stochastic process defined by relation (1) 
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The optimization (maximization-minimization) of the function g (defined below) will be done by genetic algorithm.
Let us briefly recall that the concept of a genetic algorithm was originally developed by John Holland [7] . It has an iterative form for finding optimum and manipulate a population of constant size. This population is composed of candidate points called chromosomes. The constant size of the population leads to a phenomenon of competition between chromosomes. Each chromosome represents the encoding of a potential solution to the problem to be solved, it consists of a set of elements called genes, which can take several values belonging to an alphabet which is not necessarily digital [8] . The various operations involved in a basic genetic algorithm are:
a-Initialization
The population is a set of chromosomes which are composed of genes representing the values of x vector, which x is the value of the couple
 . This population is initially randomly using real code.
b-Evaluation Function
The following operation is the evaluation of chromosomes generated by the previous operation by an evaluation function (fitness function),while the design of this function is a crucial point in using GA. The fitness function used in this work is:
c-Operations of selection
After the operation of the assessment of the population, the best chromosomes are selected using the wheel selection that is associated with each chromosome a probability of selection, noted,
Some chromosomes will be "more" reproduced and other "bad" will be eliminated.
d-Operations crossing
After using the selection method for the selection of two individuals, we apply the Crossover operator to a point on this couple. This operator divides each parent into two parts at the same position, chosen randomly. The child 1 is made of a part of the first parent and the second part of the second parent when the child 2 is composed of the second part of the first parent and the first part of the second parent.
e-Operation of mutation
This operation gives to genetic algorithms property of ergodicity [7] which indicates that it will be likely to reach all parts of the state-owned space, without the travel all in the resolution process. This is usually to draw a random gene in the chromosome and replace it with a random value. 
Numeric Application
We present in this section, a digital implementation of the algorithm for calculating the range of the Arbun. and it has historical data.
This 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented conventional derivatives and the principles of Islamic finance, which considers these products as illegal according to the principles of the Sharia'a. Thus we presented the Islamic derivative called Arbun and described its features that differentiate it from the option.
In addition, we have developed a new mathematical modelling approach to Islamic derivative Arbun using stochastic processes and genetic algorithms. This approach is considered as an alternative approach to the option which is a conventional derivative considered as illegal according the principle of Islamic finance. The new approach allows investors to hedge against market risk and formed a decision tool decision to them to protect their patrimony.
